




INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 

LOWBAND ANTENNA 35.0 MHz AND BELOW 

NOTE: FAILURE TO FOLLOW INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS WILL VOID ALL 

WARRANTIES 

After removing antenna and base pipe from cartons, remove white fiberglass tip from base pipe. Insert tip, butt 

end first, into mid tip fitting ( see drawing) and secure firmly with large nickel plated hex nut, using two 

wrenches. Failure to tighten properly may result in water damage. 

Install mounting brackets so that the antenna will be in a vertical position and will clear all guy wires, stays and 

other antennas by at least six feet. To insure stability of antenna when mounted on mast, or on side of flying 

bridge or pilot house, mounting brackets must be installed so that one mount is below coil and one above with a 

minimum spread of three feet (see drawing). 

If mast is made of metal, coil assembly must be above mast or installed with stand-off brackets so that the 

antenna is mounted at least IO inches out, away from the mast. Also, the base of the antenna should not parallel 

the mast for more than 3 feet. This will prevent the coil assembly from being de-tuned due to close proximity to 

metal mast. 

It has been found in some installations that the SWR may exceed a 2-to-l ratio. Grounding the base pipe to the 

metal support bracket, metal mast or metal window frame will tend to reduce the SWR. The length of the 

ground lead should not exceed three feet (see drawing). On installations where the SWR is not excessive, no 

ground is required. 

Feed the RG8/U transmission line, fitted with the PL259 coax plug, up through the base pipe and connect 

firmly to the bottom of the coil. Slide coil down over the top of base pipe until well seated, then tighten the 

three set screws. A good lubricant, such as silicone grease, should be used on both the base pipe and the PL259 

coax plug. 

ANTENNA MODELS WITH FIBERGLASS TIPS 

When installing fiberglass tip on coil, be sure to tighten 
locking nut as tight as possible. This will prevent tip 
from vibrating loose and allowing water to get inside 
coil causing damage to antenna. 

ANTENNA MODELS WITH STAINLESS STEEL TIPS 

Insert tip to theoretical mark (black ring) and tighten lock 

nut only enough to keep tip from sliding. Tip may then be 

adjusted in or out to obtain optimum S.W.R. 

After adjustment has been made, using two IO" wrenches, 

tighten lock nut one more FULL turn. Improper tightening 

will allow tip to vibrate loose and may cause permanent 

water damage to coil assembly. 

USE NO LUBRICANT! 
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